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Like the great pioneers of the
1800s, Upper School Principal
Mike McGill is moving west.
After 13 years at Park, McGill
will be leaving to become Head
of the Northwest School in Seattle, Washington. A faculty search
committee is charged with finding his replacement.
“I’ve kept my eyes open for
the last couple of years, but I
had pretty strict criteria for my
search,” said McGill, “I was
looking for a place that was near
family, philosophically compatible with Park, and that was still
going to allow me to stay connected to kids and faculty. The
school in Seattle hit all three.”
Northwest School is a progressive middle and upper school
much like Park. Located in the
heart of Seattle, the school’s philosophy is rooted in a liberal arts
education designed to foster independent and creative thinking

in its 460 students.
“It’s a very interesting young
school,” said McGill. “It’s only
30 years old, and a lot of the
same values we hold dear are
important to them as well.”
The school also provides a
convenient location for McGill
and his family to live. “My dad
is in Seattle, as well as five nieces and nephews, and two of my
three sisters,” he said. “We’re
very familiar with the city and
the whole area, and it’s a really
nice place to live.”
Most important, though, is
the proximity to McGill’s father.
“My dad’s getting older and he’s
had some health problems, so to
be closer to him is also appealing,” he said. “Even if all the
other criteria were right, if this
were the Northwest school of
Norman, Oklahoma, I wouldn’t
be moving.”
McGill continued p. 9

photo by A. Kelmenson ‘11
Upper School Principal Mike McGill announced his anticipated
move to Seattle, Washington at an October 5 assembly. McGill
will lead The Northwest School after June 30, 2011.

Middle School Principal Rosenblatt to retire after 24 years
by Hannah Sibel ‘13

deal from her [Rosemblatt] and loved her
Middle School Principal Bonnie Rosen- hearty laugh,” said Leighton.
As Assistant Principal of the Lower
blatt has announced her retirement, to be effective at the end of this school year. Rosen- School, Rosenblatt worked on the intern problatt, hired in 1987, began her career at Park gram which brings young teachers, many of
as a second grade teacher, and then Lower whom are from diverse backgrounds, into
School Assistant Principal; in 1998 she be- Lower School classes to learn about teaching at a progressive independent school. A
came Middle School Principal.
In the Lower School, Rosenblatt worked number of interns have moved into regular
under Betsy Leighton, now Associate Head teaching positions here.
Additionally, Rosenblatt established a
of School. “I feel as though I learned a great
relationship with
Viva House, a soup
kitchen in Baltimore
City. This relationship originated from
her participation in
a Faculty and Curricular Advancement (FACA) on
community service.
After presenting her
findings at a Lower
School meeting, the
faculty decided that
they wanted to get
involved with Viva
House, chosen because Rosenblatt had
photo by R. Ringler ‘11 volunteered there for
In retirement, Rosenblatt plans to relax and spend time with many years.
her family.

After 12 years in the Lower School, in
1998 former Head of School David Jackson
asked Rosenblatt to be acting Principal of the
Middle School in 1998, and the promotion
was made permanent the following year.
“Going from being a teacher in a classroom, during the earlier parts of my career, to
becoming an administrator, meant there were
lots of things I had to learn,” said Rosenblatt.
“I was nervous about coming up. As a middle
school student myself I said I never wanted
to teach kids that age.”
Despite her reservations, Rosenblatt rose
to the challenge. “Mrs. Rosenblatt was an
effective Middle School Principal because
she was dedicated to the school, the students,
and the philosophy,” said Beverly Kempler,
Middle School Administrative Assistant, who
began work in the Middle School the same
year as Rosenblatt.
Rosenblatt made numerous contributions
to the Middle School. The first was changing
the schedule so that students had six classes
each day. She also helped to create curricular
themes in the Middle School for each grade
level.
Furthermore, for the last several years, she
has worked to establish a relationship with
the Gardenville School in Baltimore City.

Rosenblatt continued page 8.
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to the Editors
Positively dishonest Letters
Response to ‘Whiteness and Masculinity’
Teachers hold positive expectations for
students, meaning there is a communal belief that we are good people who possess
a natural desire to learn and to participate
fully in school life. This system assumes
each student is honest, and for this reason
it’s particularly easy to be dishonest.
If a student in English class claims he
did the reading, the teacher believes him.
We don’t have fruitless reading quizzes
because they’re not necessary. The teacher
trusts his class to do the reading and that’s
that.
Dishonest tendencies manifest themselves in more serious ways than lazy
reading habits. School policy does not
tell us what to do on weekends because
it asserts that we are all good people who
will make smart choices.
We are asked neither to sign nor agree
to any ridiculous honor codes or 24 hour
drinking polices because we don’t need
them. Or do we?
Because it’s so easy to get away with
unethical behavior, students may labor
under the false pretence that violations
of trust have no repercussions. Although
teachers are not usually aware of dishonesty, inside or outside the classroom, the
majority of the student body knows what’s
going on.
When a student skips an assignment,
he can fool the teacher. But to his peers,

his transgression is blatantly obvious. The
same goes for drinking on weekends. Despite efforts to un-tag Facebook photos
that contain incriminating material, a
student’s weekend activities are always
accessible to the greater student body by
way of gossip. Just because teachers are
ignorant of your dishonesty, you haven’t
gotten off scot free.
That kid in class who never does the
reading is judged by his peers. What you
do and the choices you make are transparent to your classmates and younger
students who may emulate you. Do you
really want to continue a pattern of dishonesty?
Sure, taking advantage of a teacher’s
positive expectations and basic trust saves
face, but it damages your reputation among
us students. At this small school, we know
everything about everyone. A reputation
among classmates of blunders and lax
decision making is worse than honestly
admitting to your English teacher that you
skipped the reading. Judgment from peers
is unavoidable.
It’s time we acknowledge that violating trust is easy, but it still has negative
consequences. If you want to get the most
out of Park’s unique and wonderful opportunities and avoid a reputation as a slacker
and a liar, don’t take advantage of the philosophy that makes this place great.

Dear Sir or Madam,
I was compelled to write a response to
the “Head to Head” written in the October Publication because I feel the article
misrepresents what it means for a person
of mixed race to attend meetings for the
Exploring Whiteness and Masculinity
group.
One of your correspondents, in a piece
of commentary that was decidedly against
the group, asked readers to imagine a situation where a multiracial student had to
choose which parent he held more allegiance towards by showing up to EWM
meetings. As a youth of Indian and WASP

descent who has attended several such
meetings, I don’t find that I am expressing
more love towards my (WASP) mother
than my (Indian) father.
As a matter of fact, by showing up to
EWM, I am openly embracing my mixed
heritage. Being multiracial is not a fractions game. I am proud of both of my heritages. Making the claim that multiracial
people must choose one parent and race
over the other is a bit hurtful. I don’t agitate over which of my races I must choose.
Am I not free to identify with both?
Your Humble Servant,
Nikku Chatha ‘12

Self reflection on assembly performance
Dear Editors:
A part of me wants to let this blow
over, but a part of me feels obliged to say
something. You all know what I’m talking about.
I should start by saying that if you’ve
had enough of this assembly talk, and I
know that there are many of you, you
should probably stop reading, and go on
to a different article. The topic has mostly
died down, but it occasionally lingers with
me, and I still feel the need for some clarification.
I am not writing to defend myself,
nor am I writing to defend anyone else,
but rather to apologize and acknowledge
the opinions of those who have probably
remained unspoken. Regardless of any
positive feedback, there were those who
were negatively impacted, and there is no
excuse for that.
I love too much about Park and too
much about the community to allow myself to feel like I’ve threatened anyone.

The problem, it seems, was that I didn’t
analyze the audience as well as I should
have. Perhaps this was because I naively
couldn’t fathom the thought of someone
taking the ideas in those songs seriously.
(Or anything R. Kelly related, for that
matter.) The assembly wasn’t some kind
of inside joke or free speech promotion.
Nonetheless, I’m a little disappointed in
myself for allowing those ideas to seem
serious to some, whether those people
were teachers or students. And sure, we
had great conversations about it, but that
wasn’t exactly the goal.
This little letter was mostly for the
clearing of my own conscience. For those
of you that have been supportive, you’ve
been lovely. For those of you that haven’t
been fazed, you probably skipped this letter. For those of you that were negatively
impacted, I hope you can see where I was
coming from, and that you can accept a
hug from me sometime in the future.
--Cody Tracey ’11

Ken Ken by Eric Sussman ‘13
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students dozing during an assembly about Haiti.
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Students take attitude survey
by Alec Ring ‘11
Upper School students and eighth graders took a Student Attitudes and Behavior
Survey, or SABS, Thursday, November
11, as part of an effort to understand students’ risk taking behavior.
“If Eighth graders think high school
students are drinking, they are probably
more likely to start drinking at a younger
age,” said Traci Wright, Dean of Upper
School students. “A survey like this can
help us see what conversations we should
continue to have and what new ones we
need to have.”
This is the second time the survey has
been administered and the first time eighth
graders have participated; it is supposed
to be given every fifth year.
The survey was created and will be
scored by Freedom from Chemical Dependency, or FCD, a nonprofit organization. The test is 60 questions long, and
the questions range in topic from alcohol
and drug use to normative beliefs. The
first 50 questions are written by FCD, and
are part of a national test, and the final 10
questions are Park specific.
“We want to find out what kids are
thinking about the subject so we can do
better programming around it,” said Krista
Dhruv, School Counselor. “The survey
makes it specific to what is helpful for our
kids… We can hone in on really specific
trends to have conversations about.”
The survey is entirely anonymous,
and all data will be considered by grade,
gender, or as a whole. Students are expected to answer the survey honestly. “On
the survey, questions are asked multiple
times in different ways, and the computer reviewing the survey will pick up any
inconsistencies between answers,” said
Dhruv.
Park is currently the only school in the
area to administer a survey of this kind.

Although Park is attempting to better
educate its students, there is some controversy surrounding the survey. “The dilemma is: what do we do with this info? How
do we publish it?” said Wright. “Other
schools are not doing this because it is a
marketing nightmare.”
“Context is a big deal,” said Dhruv.
“We do have to address this out of school
walls. That means embracing parents.”
Even with the marketing dilemma, the
school wants to do more with the data
from this second survey than it did with
the first. “I don’t think we did justice to
the content of the first report,” said Mike
McGill, Upper School Principal. “Nobody
felt ownership over the last survey, which
was reviewed just two weeks before David Jackson’s departure,” he said. “In fact,
from the time the survey was first conceived and administered until now, we’ve
had three different Heads of School.”
(Jackson was head of school from 19952007, followed by Interim Head Michael
Eanes 2007-08, until Dan Paradis began
his tenure in 2008.)
“We didn’t have any really strong
programming put in place after the first

survey. We did share the information
within the school, but now we’re ready
to move to the next level by creating programming,” said Dhruv. Without statistics from the survey available, the school
administrators are unsure of what new
programming will be created, and what
that programming will confront.
Students were receptive to the survey,
but skeptical. “It’s good to know what’s
going on, and it may change some things
in the school, but definitely not everyone’s
thoughts,” said Maya Fox ’12.
“After the survey, I think the drug and
alcohol policy at Park should be clearer,” said Anias Stambolis-D’Agostino
‘12. “When it came to the policy questions on the survey I really couldn’t answer for sure. Clearly substance use and
abuse aren’t tolerated, but the policy isn’t
clear.”
According to Dhruv, the initial data
from the survey should be available in
approximately two months, at which
time the school will review the data, and
consult with FCD. A representative from
FCD will visit to discuss the survey with
students and parents at a later date.

photo by R. Ringer ‘11

Students from eighth through twelfth grades participated in a survey aimed
at quantifying risky behavior.

Senate endorses alcohol tax
by Tara Wendell ‘13

The Student Senate voted October 20
to endorse a Maryland General Assembly bill which will increase the tax on all
alcoholic drinks by 10 cents. Over 500
organizations’ names will appear alongside Park’s Upper School student body in
support of the bill. The money collected
will provide health care to childless adults
earning less than $12,623 per year.
“I think it’s particularly relevant to us
because we shouldn’t be buying alcohol,
and increasing a tax will always decrease
consumption,” said Upper School president Jamie DeMarco ‘11. “Decreasing
alcohol consumption in Park’s Upper
School is subject matter that is worth
discussing.”
Before the vote, DeMarco brought in
articles for and against the tax to help
senators understand what their endorsement would mean.
Student senator Rebecca Kolodner
‘13 supported the bill, explaining that it
was “interesting that [senate was] talking

about something that reaches beyond our
[school] community.”
“Some of us are 18; we’re all going to
be 21 soon, and it’s going to be relevant in
our lives soon,” said senior class senator
Rose Berns-Zieve. “It was important for
us to have a say.”
Student senators Sherry Levine ‘14
and Daniel Levine ‘14 voted against the
endorsement of the bill. “I thought it
wasn’t right to be presented in front of
the school,” D. Levine said.
S. Levine said that she doesn’t think
“the few students [in the senate] should
be representing the entire student body’s
view on alcohol taxing, because we all
have different opinions.”
Naomi Berner ‘13 supports the student
senate’s actions. “I think it’s a good idea
that they can represent us politically,” she
said. “Student senate meetings are open
to everybody, but I do wish they would
have brought it up in assembly to allow
students to contribute their thoughts and
ideas.”

DeMarco said there should have been
an announcement made at class meetings
before the vote, but the message may not
have traveled to every grade.
“I do not think that the student senate
should be [asserting] itself as a representative of the student body’s political opinions,” said Eli Block ’12, “considering
the fact that, when elected, the student
body was thinking not about their political
[views], but rather about who they think
would best represent them in the Upper
School.
“The problem I have is that the student senate is representing our [political]
opinions to the whole world, and we don’t
know it. The content of the bill doesn’t
matter to me,” Block said.
Two years ago, the senate considered
endorsing a Maryland General Assembly bill to levy a tax on cigarettes, but
ultimately rejected the proposal because
the group believed it was inappropriate
to vote on it. The Assembly passed the
cigarette tax.
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Justin Kramon ‘98 visits as Writer in Residence
by Emma Gross ‘11
“This is Finny.” English department
chair Patti Porcarelli, held up a small,
bright yellow book with five feathers
across the cover at an assembly November
3. Printed along the bottom read the author’s name, Justin Kramon, a 1998 Park
alumnus, and the 2010 Peter Baida ’68
Writer in Residence.
Kramon visited a week later on
Wednesday, November 10. He opened
the day by addressing a theater packed
with students, alumni, faculty and staff,
both past and present.
“I’m kind of surprised I was asked to
speak here,” Kramon said. “Park alumni
are doing all sorts of wonderful things.
They couldn’t get Animal Collective to
come play a song? Maybe just one animal to play?” The audience laughed and
Kramon launched into a discussion of his
journey and experience as a writer.
Finny is Kramon’s first novel, published in July 2010. It is a coming of age
story, following the life of protagonist
Finny Short, from adolescence into her
thirties. The plot twists through romance,
loss, friendship and adventure. “I modeled
Finny after the work of [Charles] Dickens,” Kramon said. “Dickens writes about
quirky characters with generous warmth
and does not allow bitterness to take over

descriptions. Finny is a slightly exaggerated, slightly inflated story that portrays
characters in a comic way. What I wanted
in the book was simplicity, motion and
momentum.”
Kramon shared his view of writing as a
release of emotion, or a way to express inexpressible or unsayable emotions. “Writing,” he said, “is an outlet I use to do this.
Fiction contains underlying truths about
the way people are. Facts are sacrificed
to get expose the truth from a different
angle.”
Another medium Kramon has explored
as a means of creative expression is music. At the assembly he spoke of a project
recording original piano scores inspired
by sections of Finny. Kramon read passages from his novel and then played the
accompanying track.
“Listening and playing music gives me
an energy which I channel towards writing,” Kramon said.
When asked why he chose to write
Finny from a female perspective, Kramon
responded, “Finny is a third person observation of a passage of life. There are so
many novels written in this style, from the
point of view of a young man. I wanted to
do a new take on this, so I chose a young
girl as the main character.”
Following the assembly, Kramon led
two workshops and had lunch with a

photo by E. Gross ‘11

In addition to addressing the entire Upper School at a morning assembly,
Writer in Residence Justin Kramon ‘98 led a two student workshops.

group of students. The morning session
was a discussion of what it means to be
a writer, and the afternoon session workshopped a short story by Tobias Wolfe
entitled Smorgasbord.
Jenny Mountain ’13 and Sofie Rudin
’13 attended the afternoon workshop discussing Smorgasbord.
“From the way he led the seminar you
could tell he went to Park. It was a very
Park-like approach to a discussion,” said
Rudin.
“It was cool to discuss a short story
from a writers’ perspective. In English
classes it seems as though we discuss
pieces more as readers, and not as writers,” said Mountain.
Zach Goldman ‘14 agreed. “It was a
very interesting discussion, and cool to
see an author’s take on literature as opposed to us as students. As an author he
was more analytical of story structure,
character, and voice.”
The Upper School prepared for Kramon’s visit in multiple ways. Howard
Berkowitz and Leah Shapiro ’12 led a
book discussion of Finny in September.
The week prior to Kramon’s day in residency, all Upper School students were
given the first two chapters of Finny to
read in their English classes.
Reviews of Finny were mixed. “I
was indifferent to the book,” said Rose
Berns-Zieve who read it over the summer.
“It was an easy read, too easy in fact. It
wasn’t particularly inspirational for me. In
the fall book discussion, there were a lot
of people who really didn’t like it.”
“Initially, Kramon’s nineteenth century
approach puzzled me,” said Berkowitz.
“After hearing Justin speak about his
approach to writing Finny modeled off
works by Dickens, I had a better feel for
the novel.” he said. “I believe this work
is a monumental achievement for a young
writer.”
“I didn’t love Finny,” said Andrew Barry ’11. “But I found the assembly and Justin’s visit in general as a very rewarding
experience. Justin seems to have a good
grasp of what it means to be a writer, and
of what he wants to do,” he said. “So often
we have resident scholars and artists that

photo by R. Ringler ‘11

Justin Kramon ‘98 published his first
novel, Finny, this past July.

take what they are doing to a ridiculously
serious degree. Justin’s relaxed nature and
openness to joke around and make fun of
himself a little, demonstrated how passionate he is about what he is doing.”
“I really enjoyed the assembly,” said
English teacher Kirk Wulf. “It was clear
listening to Justin that his way of thinking about the world is particular to those
who sit around and write novels and books
as opposed to critics. He was modest,
funny and appreciative of other authors’
works.”
Justin concluded his assembly with a
note about how his experience at Park has
shaped his journey as a writer. “The Park
community possesses a deep creativity
that can be seen in the projects alumni
are working on. Park alumni are not just
succeeding in predefined areas, but are
working beyond what is laid out for them.
This perseverance, confidence, and stupidity is not something that can be taught,
but encouraged in students. The push to
do something in life that I care about, the
confidence that my voice matters, and
that I have something to offer began at
Park.”

Fact or Fiction? Ruth Franklin speaks on writing about the Holocaust
by Alec Ring ‘11
Elie Wiesel’s Night, Anne
Frank’s The Diary of Anne
Frank, and Primo Levi’s Survival
in Auschwitz are considered to
be some of the best Holocaust
memoirs ever written, but what
percentage of these books is factual?
Ruth Franklin ’91, a Senior
Editor for The New Republic
and a reviewer for other publications, spoke to the Upper School
Monday, October 18 about her
just released book, A Thousand
Darknesses: Lies and Truth in
Holocaust Fiction.
She discussed the role of Ho-

locaust literature in our society
and how the genre is written,
which is the topic of her new
book. Franklin, who lives in
New York, knew she was passing through the Baltimore area,
so she contacted the alumni office, offering to present about her
book.
“The Holocaust will always
remain fundamentally unimaginable,” said Franklin. “If the Holocaust can’t be spoken about...
then it can’t be written about or
produced in art…. It is dangerous to make the Holocaust infallible.”
Franklin explained the importance of Holocaust literature

to the Upper School, but that it
should not be made out to be
something it is not. “Critics have
been lazy about Holocaust literature, but we call it respectful,”
Franklin said.
Franklin also dispelled myths
that surround certain Holocaust
memoirs, such as those about The
Diary of Anne Frank. Franklin
noted that Anne Frank edited her
diary extensively. Anne Frank
was made aware by wartime radio that the Netherlands planned
to begin a war archive once the
world war ended.
Anne Frank wanted her diary in the archive. With this
purpose in mind, she edited her

work, cutting certain entries and
embellishing others. According
to Franklin, The Diary of Anne
Frank isn’t, in fact, a diary since
it is not a piece of found art.
Franklin said that Holocaust
texts are not dictated by a higher
power, but people write them in
drafts to tell their stories in the
most effective way.
“A work is sometimes fictional
and cannot depict reality as absolute,” said Franklin. She believes
that the purpose of Holocaust literature is twofold: to remember
the Holocaust, and to show how
it can affect the future.
To accomplish these goals,
any writer cannot just recite the

facts; there must be artistic purpose, and this is true of Holocaust
literature as well.
Franklin also visited with
three regular classes, and spoke
with The Postscript staff about
working for a major news publication.
Laura Edelman ’11 was in a
European History class Franklin visited. “She gave us some
analogous passages from Elie
Wiesel’s Night and from his
other memoir All Rivers Run to
the Sea,” said Edelman. “Night
was faster paced, and the other
memoir was much drier. It was
a nice way to really see her point
about Holocaust literature.”
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Hank Willis Thomas

2010 Artist in Residence wows Upper School audience

by Blake Pruitt ‘11
Faculty and students alike are labeling
Hank Willis Thomas as “the best resident
artist” in their time at Park. Thomas, a
visual artist, visited October 25 as the Diana Lee Fox ‘75 Resident Artist. “He was
able to capture the entire audience,” said
Lindsey Moskowitz ’11. “That can be
difficult to do with an audience that isn’t
made up entirely of artists.”
Thomas’ broad appeal primarily came
from his focus on larger themes such as
sports, advertising, and race, in his artwork. “Blackness and whiteness are
totally fabricated,” said Thomas in his
assembly speech. “No one is ‘black’ or
‘white.’” Thomas went on to explain that
his art explored the “moral connotations

of what comes to mind when you say
whiteness or blackness.”
This notion of fabrication continued
as Thomas explained his works that explored advertising. Thomas took a particular interest in using corporate logos
to comment on identity, as well as utilizing the “language of advertising to
talk about things advertising reasonably
couldn’t talk about.” In one of his pieces,
the NBA draft is likened to the selection of
African slaves. Ultimately, Thomas was
hoping to get at “what’s really being sold”
in advertising by removing the products
from ads.
Upper School Visual Arts teacher
Christine Tillman saw this series, entitled Unbranded, as an “effective way of
critiquing advertising without shoving it
down our throats.”
Thomas, who received his BFA from
New York University’s Tisch School of
the Arts and his MFA in photography,
along with an MA in visual criticism from
California College of the Arts, also spoke
about following in the footsteps of a successful parent, his mother, Deborah Willis,
a Guggenheim and MacArthur Fellow in
photography and a current NYU professor. He described “arriving at grad school
with a burden,” and feeling as if he had to
make something of himself. “Having my
mother in the field didn’t hurt,” admitted
Thomas.
Thomas, who describes himself as a
“photo conceptual artist working primarily
with themes related to identity, history and
popular culture,” has more recently ex-

panded into video art and gender themes.
He is attempting to push boundaries with
every opportunity, claiming that “stereotypes are there for a reason.” In his work,
Thomas tries to “complicate the origins of
stereotype,” always keeping in mind the
“fine line between commenting on and
reinforcing stereotypes.”
Tillman felt that Thomas was successful largely because “he used his work to
give a larger lecture on issues like race,
being a black man, and advertising and
media culture.”
In addition to his assembly, Thomas
took time to meet with members of the

“Broadening the Conversation about
Race” group, Black Male Forum, and
Gallery Committee.
He also conducted several portfolio
reviews. “He gave me positive feedback
as well as what I should try to work on,”
said Moskowitz. “We also talked about
his advice for college and a career in the
arts.”
When asked what advice he’d give
to aspiring young artists, Thomas stated
frankly: “Succeeding in anything isn’t
about being the best. It’s about recognizing when there are opportunities and
luck.”

photo by B. Pruitt ‘11

Hank Willis Thomas, this year’s Diane Lee Fox ‘75 Resident Artist, spent the
day with students, meeting with members of various groups, and conducting
portfolio reviews.

BMA commissions Rich Espey for tribute to Warhol
by Julia Gross ‘14

The BMA got in touch with Single
Carrot Theater about a potential play opportunity connected to the exhibit. In early
For the past few months, the Baltimore
June, Single Carrot Theater approached
Museum of Art (BMA) has geared up for
Espey with the specific request. Although
an exhibit featuring acclaimed artist Andy
Espey initially knew little
about Warhol, he was eager
to take on the challenge.
Espey was enthusiastic
about the project from the
start. He said that he “loved
learning [about Warhol]”
and that he “learned a lot”
from reading his diaries.
Although Espey has written many plays before, this
play was different. In the
past he wrote just to tell a
story. “I had to educate the
audience,” said Espey. He
said that the challenge was
to make the play “feel like a
painting.”
His play, The Three
Andys, focused on the last
photo by R. Ringler ‘11
Middle School science teacher Rich Espey was contacted through the Single Carrot The10 years of Warhol’s life and
atre to write a play based on the last 10 years of Artist Andy Warhol’s life.
how the artist tried to “reinWarhol, especially covering the last 10
years of his life. As part of the exhibit,
Middle School Science teacher Rich Espey was asked to write a play based on
this period of Warhol’s life.

vent himself,” and “find new inspiration.”
The production included three actors who
portray Warhol and the others who influenced the artist’s life.
Inspired by the Warhol’s piece Physiological Diagram, Espey played with the
concept of death in his play. He played
with literal death, involving a shooting,
and death from a lack of inspiration and
ideas.
Physiological Diagram depicts a human body with gun holes in it. The piece
is related to how Warhol felt after he was
shot in 1968 by Valerie Solanas.
According to art teacher Ann Haney,
Espey’s play accomplished the goal he set
out to achieve. “It [the play] revealed the
themes that are evident in Warhol’s work
in a very humanistic way,” said Haney.
“I never felt close to Warhol. I had no
sense of connection. The play created a
sense of intimacy with the inner world
of Warhol.”
Haney also said that she became more
open to the work of Warhol because of
Espey’s play, and that it was not just informative, but also thought-provoking.
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Thermostats out of control Locks are cut
by Alex Elias ‘11

In an effort to reduce the
school’s carbon footprint and
save money in the process, 28
thermostats in rooms that are
not part of the school’s Energy
Management System (EMS)
were placed in locked boxes.
“The EMS is a computerized
tool that operates and maintains
heating and cooling equipment
not being operated by a thermostat,” said Director of Facilities
Lorraine Breining. Thermostats
that are not part of the EMS are
ones in the oldest areas of the
school, such as near the fifth
grade courtyard, or are part of
self-contained units.
“We want to have consistent
temperatures around the school
so that our HVAC [Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning]
units aren’t fighting each other,”
said Breining. “If, for instance,
it is cold one day and one of the
fifth grade teachers decides to
raise their thermostat, the excess
heat will filter into the hallway
outside their classroom [which
is controlled by the EMS]. This
will cause the hallway to blow
cooler air to lower the temperature. Then the cold air will be

blown into the classroom which
will have to blow hot air in response to try to stabilize the temperature.”
By locking the boxes, Facilities can set the temperature according to what the rest of the
school is set at via the EMS and
make everything constant.
Despite good intentions, the
plan has some teachers unsure
for the future. “At first I was
mad,” said Upper School Spanish teacher Nancy Fink, whose
classroom’s thermostat was re-

cently locked. “But now part of
me is resigned to the fact that it
has happened and we’ll make
the best of it. I’m interested to
see what happens this winter because the temperature tends to
fluctuate a lot [in the language
hallways].”
“Is [the system] perfect? No,”
said Breining, “but the school’s
HVAC plan is mostly patchworked. So this should at least
help make sure the [HVAC] units
don’t run as long and don’t run
as hard.”

photo by R.Ringler ‘11

Thermostats in classrooms not connected to the Energy Management system were put in locked boxes in an effort to reduce the school’s carbon footprint.

by Peter Califano ‘14
On October 29 Ian Moody
‘11 got his haircut. This may
seem ordinary, but, for Moody,
it wasn’t. Moody’s hair had not
been cut, not even trimmed, in
four years; it hung below his
shoulders, almost to his elbows.
“Jamie [DeMarco ‘11] approached me and asked if I
would cut my hair for money; I
said sure,” said Moody.
Moody’s haircut was the result of a fundraising competition
between Student Senate, represented by Upper School President Jamie DeMarco’s beard, and
Vocal Chords, the Upper School
boys’ a cappella group, represented by Ian Moody’s lengthy
locks. Each set up a donation jar,
and the “winner,” that is, the one
with the most money collected,
agreed to cut his hair.
Moody won. “I was apprehensive at first,” he said. “I then
learned to accept that the haircut
was coming.” On October 29, at

Goldsoundz, the Upper School
musical performance night, people witnessed the cutting during
intermission.
After a tense moment, his
ponytail finally fell, and Moody
held the hair up victoriously.
Moody then left the stage to have
the rest of his hair cut properly.
Upon his return, onlookers were
shocked. “I think it looks much
better; I couldn’t recognize him
when I first saw him,” Said Zoie
Reamer ’14.
“I use about 25% as much
shampoo as I used to,” said
Moody, “I like it [the haircut]
more than my old one.”

Killers on the loose! Hold onto your spoon
by Julia Gross ‘14
The spoons are back. Blammo has returned this fall for sophomores and freshmen. Blammo is a game involving plastic
spoons in which each person is assigned a
target to “kill” or get out. The rules of the
game are simple: tap your assigned target
with your spoon and say, “Blammo” when
the target is without his or her spoon.
Sophomores Naomi Berner and Shira
Cohen began this recent round of the game
as a fundraiser for the class of 2013.

The profits came from the fee for playing the game, which was $2 per spoon.
According to Cohen, they will save the
money for different class events in the
future such as “trips, t-shirts, or even
prom.” So far the game has brought in
around $145.
In addition to fundraising, the game
was started in an attempt to “make a connection between the freshmen and sophomores,” said Berner.
Freshman Ali Sjaarda said the game
has been successful in bringing the two

classes together. “I didn’t know the names
of my targets,” said Sjaarda. “I had to ask
the tenth graders that I knew and look
around. I feel less intimidated by them
now.”
Chris Summers ’14 agrees with Sjaarda
about the bonding between the two classes. “I talked to some sophomores I hadn’t
before,” said Summers, “and for the sophomores I already knew, it was something
to bring up in conversation.”
To prevent the game from going on too
long, Blammo will finish at the end of the

day of service, November 24.
So far, according to Cohen, over 60
kills have occurred, but that number
grows daily. In order to stay in the game
and eliminate the assigned target, Berner
and Cohen have offered some helpful tips.
“Decorate your spoon,” said Cohen. The
decoration will help identify your lost
spoon, which will keep you in the game
longer.”
Berner recommended “getting your target’s schedule or visiting his or her home.”
In both cases, a sneak attack is possible.

Equipped with her spoon, English teacher Patti Porcarelli ventures into a “Blammo Zone”
Spoon

Spoon

Spoon

photos by R. Ringler ‘11
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The SEX Column

The Sex column is a space designed for students to talk openly about issues related
ated
to sexual orientation, gender, and romance.

By Christopher Mergen ‘14
Maybe you weren’t paying attention to
the news, or in assembly, or to the posters.
Maybe you glanced over them, thinking
that they were just another tragedy. Maybe you knew, but deliberately ignored the
pain of reality, a reality dreadful enough to
prompt a national response. This reality
is that of the four teenage suicides that
occurred this past September because of
ruthless homophobic bullying.
As a longtime ally of the LGBTQ
community, I always find these reports
more than a little upsetting. The fact that
sections of society are still hell-bent on
destroying peoples’ sense of self because
of arbitrary prejudices is something that
constantly baffles and enrages me. Nonetheless, wallowing in issues without solutions will get you nowhere. These suicides should serve as a wake-up call to
the rest of us – what can we be doing to
prevent this from re-occurring?
Obviously, I am not the only one with
this thought. Soon after these suicides
Dan Savage, in association with GLSEN
(the Gay, Lesbian and Straight Education
Network) and the Trevor Project launched
the It Gets Better Project, a website full
of videos and materials that all promise
one thing: you won’t be constantly bullied after high school. The project has
gained governmental attention - President Obama recently recorded his own
message for the site. Other organizations,
such as Teaching Tolerance and PFLAG
(Parents, Friends and Families of Lesbians
and Gays), have responded similarly. This
is encouraging, and shows that some of
the populous is capable of looking past
bias and discrimination.
Still, this response is not perfect. While
it is wonderful that there has been such
a large reaction to these tragic events, I
find myself wondering how helpful it will
be. Although the It Gets Better program
certainly sends an important message, it
feels like a temporary patch instead of a
permanent fix. It is incredibly important
to support LGBTQ students, but comfort
doesn’t stop hate.
Gardeners root out weeds to allow
other plants to grow. Homophobic bullying is like a weed – if you don’t pull it
out at the root, it will keep growing back.
The problem is that nobody can decide
what the root is. Bullying is impossible to
tackle all at once, because each form of it
is different from the others – homophobic
bullying is different from racial bullying
is different from athletic bullying, each
having their own root.
The root of homophobic bullying can
be found in our cultural definition of masculinity, however. When we talk about
what it means to be a “real man,” a number of different ideas crop up – most of
these are the same ones that we’ve had for
centuries. In an essay entitled Masculinity

as Homophobia: Fear, Shame and Silence
ence
in the Construction of Gender Identity,, the
sociologist Michael S. Kimmel says that
“we think of manhood as eternal, a timemeless essence that resides deep in the heart
of every man …a quality that one either
ther
has or doesn’t have.” Kimmel describes
ibes
homophobia as “…a central organizing
principle of our cultural definition of masculinity… more than the irrational fear of
gay men [or] …of being perceived gay.”
He quotes another man, David Leverenz,
who describes homophobia (specifically
the word “faggot”) as “a label of ultimate
contempt for anyone who seems sissy, untough, uncool.” Herein lays the heart of
the problem: this definition of masculinity
simply does not promote a safe environment for LGBTQ people, or anybody else,
for that matter.
Redefining gender roles is by no means
a new idea – there are many men who
have been rethinking the male role for
ages, and there are numerous discussions
about what it means to be a modern man
(such as our own Whiteness and Masculinity club). Unfortunately, society seems
reluctant to change. Many cultural outlets
remind men to stick with the old definition. This is no surprise – humans are
incredibly change-averse creatures.
Even here at Park, where we consider
ourselves progressive and tolerant, there
is still a long way to go. In a discussion
about this article with Debbie Roffman
(who was incredibly helpful with this
story), she wondered, “Are we as liberated from gender roles as we say we are?”
Probably not, if one can still hear boys
insultingly call each other gay or overhear
obscene discussions about women by men
in the hallways.
This issue affects everyone in the
LGBTQ community– not just gay men.
Lesbians, bisexuals, transgender and
queer-identified people, and their allies
are harmed by this problematic cultural
stereotype. It’s easy to forget that the term
“gay” can apply to more than just homosexual men, and important to remember
how far insults carry.
In defense, I’m not here to unjustly
criticize my own gender. I’m not trying
to promote gender inequality or the hatred of men, or to claim that all men are
homophobic, or to state that women are
completely innocent in this affair. These
recent suicides, however, have surfaced
this issue, and ignoring the effects of this
outdated definition is harmful to everyone.
In the end though, no matter how many
Human Sexuality or Life Skills courses
one takes, no matter how many gay friends
one has or how many times one has denounced homophobic bullying, if we want
to solve the problem of homophobia instead of patching it, all of us will need to
change. The four boys, Seth Walsh, Billy
Lucas, Tyler Clementi and Asher Brown,
have unequivocally proven this.

stories by Sherry Levine ‘14

A Tillman
Thanksgiving
Each year, visual arts teacher Christine Tillman spends her Thanksgiving in
Chicago with a man named Foot. Foot
is Tillman’s cousin’s college friend, and
he attends the dinner accompanied by
his circus dog and a different girlfriend
each year. Tillman’s cousin, Todd, hosts
Thanksgiving; Todd’s family, Tillman’s
family, Foot, and any other family friends,
make up the guest list at the dinner.
For Tillman, Thanksgiving is usually
her extended family’s “one time get-together a year,” so they try to make it as
unique as possible. “Everyone dresses
up, and the food is pretty extraordinary,”

she said. All dishes for the holiday are
potluck, but her cousin tells guests what
to bring and gives them the recipe for the
dish. When asked what someone might
take away about Tillman’s family from
sitting in on a Thanksgiving dinner, she
said, “He or she would think we were a
bunch of people who liked talking a lot.
My dad is usually the crazy old guy telling stories.”
Next year Tillman’s parents are moving
from Chicago to Arizona, so this may be
the last Thanksgiving they share together
at her cousin’s house. “It’s a little bittersweet,” said Tillman.

A Kessinger Thanksgiving
As a vegetarian, history teacher and department head John Kessinger is deprived
of the meat that epitomizes Thanksgiving. Yet, this has not stopped him from
enjoying the national holiday. Coming to
Baltimore from South Carolina in 2001,
Kessinger thought he would have to spend
his first holiday alone. All of his family
lives in Massachusetts, and he did not
want to travel on holidays because of the
traffic. But Paul Hulleberg, middle school
music teacher and head of Vocal Chords,
invited Kessinger to spend that Thanks-

giving with his family.
The Hulleberg family was warm and
inclusive, and Kessinger ended up spending Christmas with them as well. This
pairing has worked out well. “Paul and
I like to run, so we run on Thanksgiving morning so we feel like we can eat
more later on,” he said. Kessinger likes
being a part of a family that isn’t his, but
is close and open. “It just made Baltimore
feel more like home,” he said of joining
the Hulleberg clan that first year. “I might
see what Paul’s up to this year.”

photo by A. Kelmenson ‘11

A West Thanksgiving
English teacher Monica West’s Thanksgiving typically lasts seven to eight hours.
She spends each holiday in Chicago, and
either her mom or another relative will
host 15 to 20 family members. “Our
Thanksgivings are long,” West said.
“They usually start around three and go
until 10 or 11. By the end of the day, we’re
playing board games and watching movies, while other members of my family
watch sports.”
The famous dish served at West’s

Thanksgiving is the stuffing that comes
from her grandmother’s recipe. “Sweet
potato pie is my favorite though,” West
said.
Three years ago, West’s mother was
sick and had just returned from being in
the hospital for a long time. Thirty members from West’s family came to Thanksgiving that year. “Saying what we were
thankful didn’t feel cheesy,” West said.
“My family is close-knit. We laugh a lot
and enjoy each other’s company.”

Feat
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Reflecting on mo
decade in Middle
by Baylor Knobloch ‘14

A
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Bonnie Rosenblatt has spent 12 years at the helm of Middle School, but with a grandchild on
the way, she plans to retire at the end of this school year.

Middle School Principal sets retirement
Rosenblatt, continued from p. 1

“Where many principals
would have been against having
many field trips that take students away from their normal
schedules, Mrs. Rosenblatt saw
the value of having our students
meet and learn together with students their age that they might
not normally interact with,” said
Paul Worley, Middle School Social Studies teacher.
Rosenblatt will not be involved in the process of selecting
a new Middle School Principal,
although several people have

come to talk to her about what
the position entails.
The Middle School Principal
search committee is comprised
of five Middle School faculty
members, Leighton, and Head
of School Dan Paradis. Faculty
members are Dave Lowther
(Math) Maria Lawson, (Middle School Admissions) Cathy
Schmidt, (Social Studies) Gina
Braden, (Drama) and Diana Bobrow (Spanish).
During the next few months
the committee will review candidate resumes, and hopes to have
a list of finalists who will be in-

vited to spend a day on campus
by late January or early February.
According to Leighton, the committee should be able to make
an appointment prior to spring
break.
Although Rosenblatt is looking forward to her retirement she
will surely miss Park school.
“This is a remarkable place
to work, it’s a remarkable place
to teach and there aren’t a lot of
places like this,” said Rosenblatt.
“To come to a place where teaching is a profession and where
teachers are joyful about it is
rare. I will miss that.”

s I peered in through the
door of Mrs. Rosenblatt’s office, it was clear
this was more than just a place
of work. Along with the standard desk, computer, and filing
cabinets, there was student artwork and photography displayed
around the walls, a worn leather
sofa, and a potted fern in the far
corner. This room has served as
her home away from home for
the last 12 years.
We sat down at the small coffee table to have a conversation
about Mrs. Rosenblatt’s retirement at the end of the school

photo courtesy 1988 Brownie

Rosenblatt joined the faculty
in 1988 as a second grade
teacher.

year. After 24 years of dedicated service, Rosenblatt says she will miss the
school.
“It is my professional home. It’s
the place where I feel most comfortable and it is in congruence with what
I think school should be,” she said. “It
is both an avocation and a vocation for
me.”
Over the summer, Rosenblatt decided this school year would be her
last. With her husband semi-retired and
the first grandchild on the way, it just
felt like the right time. Yet there was
still nothing that could fully prepare
her to break the news to the teachers
and students.
“While I’d thought about it in terms
of the timeline, I wasn’t prepared for
the emotion that sweeps over you,” she
said. “Telling the faculty was very hard.
I didn’t think that the students would
be very interested in it, and I was really
surprised at their reaction.”
Seeing these reactions made Rosenblatt realize just how much she would
miss the school’s community. “I’ll miss
the conversations with the kids the
most. In some ways, I love the discussions that come out of when you make
a mistake. That’s when you learn,” she
said. “I won’t miss the misbehavior, but
I will miss the valuable conversations
that come out of the misbehavior”
When asked what she was planning
in the area of a parting celebration, she
insisted that she did not want anything

Word on t

What qualities or characteristics do you wa

“Someone like Mike McGill.
Free cookies.”
Roy A. ‘14

“I don’t want him to be too
strict. I don’t want new rules.
I’d like to see the cookie jar
policy to continue.”
Graeme F. ‘13

“I want him or her to be really welcoming, and listen
to us and to be open to our
opinions.”
Molly T. ‘13

“I’d like the new principal to
continue giving out cookies and
be nice and welcoming.”
Morgan P. ‘12

ures

re than a
e School
flashy. She will be recognized at a Park
gathering honoring retiring faculty, but
she does not want anything more. “I
expect people to say goodbye to me
then, and that’s good enough,” she
said.
As for future plans, Rosenblatt hopes
to travel, work on personal projects, get
involved in long-term volunteer work,
and enjoy having time to relax.
“I have strong feelings that whoever takes over in the middle school
needs time to establish their relationship,” Rosenblatt said. When asked
about returning to Park, she said, “I
will come back for public events, but I
certainly won’t be wandering the halls
and haunting the crevices.”
Rosenblatt seems confident that
Park will find a good replacement to
fill her shoes. “[He or she will] have
such a strong group of faculty to learn
from and rely on,” she said. “I really
learned a lot from this faculty.”
Looking beyond Rosenblatt,
through her office window, I see the
sunlight dancing on the pond. It is easy
to form deep attachments to the Park
community, and Mrs. Rosenblatt will
have our support and gratitude as she
moves forward with her life.
She has been a wonderful member of the Park community and will
be missed. We thank her for all of her
years of devotion to the school, and
wish her luck as she begins a new
chapter of her life.
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Committee begins hunt for new principal
McGill, continued from p. 1

McGill sees the switch as a
natural progression. “We talk
about how important it is to
foster in kids a lifelong love of
learning. That’s one of our values, and for me to be a life-long
learner, I need to take on new
challenges,” said McGill. “This
is getting out of my comfort zone
and taking a risk, and it feels like
it’s right to do.”
A search committee has been
formed to find candidates for
McGill’s successor. This committee, headed and organized
by Associate Head of School
Betsy Leighton, consists of four
elected faculty members (Monica West, Tony Asdourian, Susan
Weintraub, and Patti Porcarelli),
plus two faculty members (Catherine Ambler, Jeff Jennings) ap-

pointed by Head of School Dan
Paradis, and Dean of Students
Traci Wright, also appointed by
Paradis.
The committee convened for
the first time Monday, November 8, and has been meeting on
a weekly basis ever since. “At
this point it’s all about getting as
broad a candidate pool of highly
qualified candidates as possible
so that we can choose the best
from among them,” said Leighton.
While the committee will be
looking at initial candidates, the
greater Park community will
experience increased levels of
involvement as the process continues. “The more eyes we have
the better,” said Paradis. “I think
all of us [the faculty] believe that
student and parent involvement
in this process is really important.”

photo by J. Eisenstein ‘11

Mr. McGill visits at least one class a day as part of his normal
schedule. “It’s the highlight of my day,” he said, “especially
when you realize what the rest of it looks like.”

the Street

Involvement will take a variety of forms. “When the finalists
come to campus there will be a
group of students who interview
all of the finalist candidates and
will be asked for their input
which will go directly to Dan
and the committee. The parents
will meet the finalists too,” said
Leighton. Other ideas such as a
student survey or presentations
in assembly have been suggested
as well.
While Paradis is “optimistic”
about the prospect of internal
candidates and encourage a process in which they will be viewed
as any other potential replacement would, others find the idea
less attractive.
“I’m less interested in internal
candidates because I think that
we really need an outsider to tell
us what our next step is,” said
Upper School English teacher
Howard Berkowitz. “We’re stable but maybe there are things
that we haven’t thought about.
I’d love for somebody from another school to come in and take
a look at us,” he said.
Regardless of which candidates make it into the last round
of selection, the final decision
lies with Paradis. “Our role is
to really help him do that,” said
Leighton
The committee hopes to have
completed its search and hired
a candidate by late January or
early February. “Dan and I are
both fired up and ready to roll,”
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said Leighton. “The school’s in
a strong place and we’re positioned to have a really successful
search.”
While Paradis and Leighton
are excited about the new ideas
which may come with whatever
candidate the school chooses,
many teachers find it hard to
see McGill go. “I am extremely
sad,” said Upper School Spanish
teacher Nancy Fink, a member of
the search committee who helped
to choose McGill as Head of
the Upper School 13 years ago.
“He’s the best administrator I’ve
ever worked with, and I think it’s
going to be very hard to replace
him.”
As for McGill: “This will
always be an incredibly special
place to me both as an educator
and as a dad. My kids are in large
part who they are because of the
experiences they’ve had coming
through this place, and the Upper School faculty are not just a
spectacular group of people, but
they’re also terrific colleagues
and friends,” said McGill, “It
will always feel like a second
home.”

ant to see in a new Upper School principal?

“I’m looking for a friendly principal who cares about students
and forms relationships with
them. In developing informal
relationships, the cookie jar is a
prime example.”
Joey F. ‘11

“He or she should be a good
public speaker, friendly, and
blond. I want to feel like they
know what they’re talking
about.”
Justin L. ‘12

“I like the way Park is now.
I’d like someone who isn’t
going to make a lot of large
changes.”
Anias S.-D. ‘12

“Basically I just want another
Mike McGill: someone who is
easy to talk to, approachable,
and funny.”
Rodney H. ‘11
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Head to Head

Senior Adam Kelmenson and
Sophomore Sophie Neiman discuss
Student Senate’s endorsement of new alcohol tax
by Adam Kelmenson ‘11
Recently, the Student Senate voted to
officially support a 10 cent tax increase
imposed on alcoholic beverages sold in
Maryland. The revenue gained from the
increased tax would serve to help the millions of uninsured citizens living in the
state.
Two years ago, a similar issue was
brought to the senate by Park parent and
lobbyist Vinnie DeMarco. He asked that
senators vote to support his tax increase
on cigarettes, which would also go towards aiding those who are unable to
access health insurance. The senate did
not vote in V. DeMarco’s favor because
few in the elected body understood the
lobbyist’s proposed bill and felt that, as a
Park parent, he was using the school for
personal gain. Now he’s back rounding
up support for another “sin tax,” this time
on alcohol.
Despite Park’s lack of support, the cigarette tax increase passed in the Maryland
Legislature and was enacted last year.
Under the leadership of V. DeMarco’s
son, Student Body President Jamie DeMarco ’11, the senate voted to support the
alcohol tax by an overwhelming majority.
This vote demonstrates poor judgment,
a misunderstanding of the tax bill, and
a conflict of interest in the high school
senate.
As evidenced by the cigarette tax increase, Park’s support means nothing to
the success or failure of proposed bills and
therefore the student council showed poor
judgment in its use of time by entertaining
discussion of the topic in its weekly meetings. Many students already feel that the
senate does little to nothing; wasting time
discussing Park’s support of the alcohol
bill enforces this notion.
Many senators don’t understand that,
despite V. DeMarco’s claims, the money
raised from the new tax doesn’t necessarily go to health care. Instead, revenue goes
the general fund, which is used for everything from paving roads to courthouse
carpeting. The tax gives Maryland more
money to squander, without the promise
to increase support of the uninsured.
Regardless of the bill’s content, it’s
strange that the student body president’s
father is the main lobbyist for the alcohol tax. J. DeMarco’s relation to the bill
makes the senate’s support morally questionable.
What is more, the student body president gave the only presentation to the
student council on the contents of the
bill. Intentionally or not, this talk was bi-

ased, making the information available
to senators limited as they made voting
decisions.
J. DeMarco claimed that Park should
vote to support the bill because the tax increase would reduce our school’s drinking
culture. “I think it’s particularly relevant
to us because we shouldn’t be buying alcohol, and increasing a tax will always
decrease consumption.”
Tax increases rarely reduce purchasing but rather encourage under the table
buying and selling. Just look at Prince
George’s County, where the FBI recently
found evidence of widespread corruption
regarding black-market cigarettes (bought
in Delaware where they are cheaper). The
price gap between Maryland and Delaware’s cigarettes was created by the bill
our senate voted not to support two years
ago.
Although the tax sounds small, the 10
cent increase applies to a weighted amount
of alcohol meaning the price of a bottle
of vodka could increase by as much as
five dollars. With these significant price
increases, smuggling of cheep liquor from
other states is inevitable. Johnson is proof
of that.
But let’s pretend J. DeMarco is right
and the bill does reduce alcohol consumption. If the alcohol market takes a dip, increasing taxes on these beverages is useless. The best thing for healthcare funds,
if the bill passes, would be an increase in
alcohol consumption, not a decrease.
Senate members were clearly misled
by a biased leader, a lack of information,
and a serious conflict of interest. If the
senate wants the student body’s respect, it
should think intelligently before voting.

by Sophie Neiman ‘13
Park students are critical. That’s not a
bad thing. The progressive environment
actively encourages students to challenge
their teachers and peers. Respectful discourse is essential to the learning environment. That’s part of what makes Park
so great.
But one group receives particularly
harsh criticism: Student Senate. Park’s
hallways are filled with the complaint that
senate doesn’t do anything. That’s changing this year.
Student Senate voted to support a petition in favor of a bill that would raise
the alcohol tax in Maryland by 10 cents a
drink; the money would provide support
for medicaid. Park’s Student Body will
appear on a list of organizations in favor
of the bill when it goes before Maryland’s
General Assembly. The petition was
brought to the senate by Vincent DeMarco, who is the president of the Maryland
Citizens Health Initiative.
This petition, and the choice to endorse
it, is a step in the right direction for both
Maryland and Park School. Though senate is effective when it comes to planning
events and fundraisers, it has the potential to do work that goes beyond funding
clubs; senate could have a greater impact
on Park School as well as the community
at large.
Choosing to vote on and endorse the
alcohol tax increase shows commitment to
greater change: senate is becoming more
involved with real issues.
If senate continues in this vein, Park
students may have to begin looking for

cartoon by RJ Gitter ‘12

new things to criticize.
This vote represents student opinions
and is in line with the goals of the school
and the senate. The job of senate should
not be to fundraise, but rather to represent
student views and to create a comfortable
and involved environment.
Whether or not you agree with the proposed bill or the fact that senate chose to
support it, you cannot deny that the vote
spurred debate. Inside the senate, students
discussed health care in Maryland.
The discussion reached the hall and
the pages of Postscript, and students were
able to seriously question the senate’s actions. And even if you don’t think that
senate should have discussed something
political, the vote counters allegations that
senate is ineffective.
The vote may also cause students to
regard senate in a more serious light. If
senate continues to vote on and discuss
similar important issues, students will
elect senators with more discretion. According to Student Body President Jamie
DeMarco, students will truly consider
which candidate represents them.
The bill is also enormously beneficial
to the state of Maryland. The tax is projected to raise $214 million in revenue
according to the Washington Post. The
money would provide health care coverage to adults without children. If passed,
the bill will help many Maryland citizens
and provide them with vital services.
In addition to providing money for
healthcare, the bill would reduce the use
of alcohol in Maryland by 5%, as predicted by a study from the Johns Hopkins
University Bloomberg School of Public
Health.
The same study found that the tax
increase would prevent “37 deaths, 13
forcible rapes, 316 assaults, 21 robberies, 67 incidents of severe violence against
children, and 19 cases of fetal alcohol
syndrome,” and save $249 million in
alcohol-related treatment, hospital, and
law enforcement costs.
The proposed bill confronts two important issues: preventing alcohol consumption and providing health care services for
Maryland’s needy.
By adding itself to a petition that endorses the bill, senate contributed to what
should be an important and helpful piece
of legislation.
I hope to see senate continue with similar initiatives, whether they are political
or service oriented. I would encourage
any student who has feelings on the senate vote to make their views heard, thus
creating a more active community.
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Facebook gets in the way of real life

by Samantha Max ‘14

While Facebook can serve as
a great tool to keep in touch with
friends, browse pictures, and
even ask classmates about
homework, it
is hurting our
school’s community.
First, the
website is a distraction from
schoolwork. Some students log
onto Facebook during class instead of listening to teachers.
Many students stay up until the
middle of the night chatting with
friends or “Facebook stalking”
(perusing through their photos

and information). This is not
only a waste of time, but also an
unhealthy addiction.
According to guidance counselor Krista Dhruv, for kids that
“spend too much time online,
it’s a distraction from doing other things.” There are countless
other ways to use time such as
reading a book or hanging out
with friends.
Students should prioritize
homework and sleep. Yet instead
of attending to these important
matters, people choose to stare
at computer screens for hours
on end.
Another problem with Facebook is that whenever there are
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parties or get-togethers, kids
spend a lot of time taking dozens
of pictures to post on Facebook,
instead of just enjoying themselves. Of course, a few pictures
are a nice way to remember a
party, but photos don’t determine
whether a party happened. Time
with friends should be spent having fun, not posing for ridiculous
amounts of photographs.
Worse yet, anyone can see
those pictures. Seeing pictures of
a party that you were not invited
to, can be hurtful and upsetting,
causing tension within our community. Though there are other
ways to hear about parties, and
gossip is widespread at Park,
Facebook is yet another easily
accessible way to see a person’s
entire social life.
When I asked a student her
opinion about Facebook, she
replied, “It distracts you, but it
is also really good because it is
really fun to stalk people.” Is the
problem here not clear? People
are so unenthused with their own
lives that they rely on the excitement of others’ for their own personal enjoyment.
To a certain extent, this guilty
pleasure is understandable and
apparent throughout our day-today lives. However, spending
several hours a day stalking other
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Senior Andrew Barry logs onto Facebook in the library during
G block.

people on Facebook is creepy,
absurd, and unfortunately, a
regular occurrence.
Worst of all, people can barely
even communicate face-to-face
anymore. This problem is not
solely the fault of Facebook, but
also cell phones, instant messaging, and technology in general.
People may be best friends online and might communicate easily on a keyboard, but in person
can barely speak to each other.
While social networking can
be beneficial for introverted students and, “…in some ways, it
strengthens opportunities to connect,” as noted by Upper School
Counselor Dave Tracey, it is still
sad that outgoing people who are
perfectly capable of socializing

in person choose not to because
chatting online is more convenient. Our school community,
and generation as a whole, has
become so technologically oriented that we have trouble simply speaking to each other in
person.
It is difficult to tell whether
Facebook is just a fad, or here to
stay; in the past few years alone,
it has become a part of our society: for communication, enjoyment, and even business. Though
the website has many perks, it
degrades both our school community and global society. People need to open their eyes and
realize that Facebook is taking
over our world, and not necessarily for the better.

Airport security is all show, no substance
by Andrew Bahl ‘14
On October 29th, a “credible terrorist
threat” was discovered, in the form of apparent explosives sent via a UPS airplane
to synagogues in Chicago. The bombs
were likely to detonate mid-air over a major American city. Thankfully, the threat
was thwarted thwarted, as the packages
were discovered along the route. Though
the attacks were unsuccessful, they reiterate the need for quality transportation
security, something our country doesn’t
have.
John Brennan, the chief counter-terrorism adviser to President Obama, said
that the explosives
“were in a form that
was designed to try
to carry out some
type of attack.”
The White House is
acting as if the arrangements in place
worked; yet, without some very well
placed intelligence sources, the plot would
have likely succeeded, despite the crude
and suspicious packaging of the explosives. While intelligence is a part of the
general system, it shouldn’t be used as
a crutch by our government in order to
avoid meaningful advancements.
The United States has long played catch
up to terrorism. After every major or at-

tempted attack, you will likely face more
screening and scrutinizing when you fly
on a family vacation. The US has never
been forward thinking when it comes to
protecting its citizens from terrorist attacks, something that should change.
The theatrics which occur when you
pass through metal detectors at airports
are just that, theatrics. The much heralded
passenger screening has not successfully
thwarted an attempted terrorist attack on
our country. The only reason such procedures are done is to make the general
public feel safer and make it look as if
something tangible is being done to protect civilians. While I acknowledge that
deterring terrorists is a major goal, it isn’t
successful deterrence if there are other
ways for terrorists to exploit our security.
After it, it’s not as if we have a quality
safety apparatus.
Federal investigators probing our own
system have successfully carried homemade bomb materials (enough to blow
an airplane to pieces) through passenger
security screening at 21 airports nationwide. No test could have or did detect
them. While recent improvements in
screening may have occurred, these are
but the first steps on a long road.
Full body scanners could help. The
scanners create a graphic image of the person underneath their clothes. The image

Phil Velasquez/Chicago Tribune/MCT

In several US airports, travelers have the option of either going through a
“full body scanner,” with which security personnel can see under clothes, or
receiving a full body pat-down.

is seen by another screener, in a separate
room. The devices are controversial, as
some say they violate the Fourth Amendment, but I think they are minimally invasive and better at catching and deterring
terrorists then anything else we have in
place. Yet, the scanners would be no more
than a patch job if we don’t improve cargo
and baggage screening.
The US is spending money on the
wrong things. According to USA Today,
the Transportation Security Administra-

tion (TSA) estimates that it would cost
about $650 million a year to monitor incoming packages on cargo planes from
other countries, for some reason, a price
it doesn’t wish to pay.
Our government doesn’t care about
our actual safety as long as it appears
that something is being done. Sadly, it
has taken a near attack on this country for
the Department of Homeland Security to
take action on just one of the many gaping
holes in our nation’s security.
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Into the Woods: a polished, energetic production
by Jacob Potash ‘14
Stephen Sondheim’s Into the Woods,
directed by Drama chair Peter King and
conducted by Music chair Adele Dinerstein, opened Wednesday afternoon, November 17.
The 1987 musical incorporates characters from Brothers Grimm fairy tales such
as Cinderella, Little Red Riding Hood,
Jack and the Beanstalk, and Rapunzel.
It uses an original plot line that revolves
around a young baker, his wife, and their
desire for a child. It is an imaginative
work that feels both old and new as you
encounter familiar characters and then
watch them in strange situations.
Into the Woods is no Hamlet, mind
you. The play alternates between sincere
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Senior D. Tildon played the role of
the narrator.

and wry, and clichéd and uncomfortably
experimental. Multiple plot lines never
quite fall into harmony. More than one
song ends before it should or on an awkward note. Into the Woods, a two-and-ahalf hour production, has a huge amount
going on, all entertaining, even if it never
achieves much in the way of dramatic tension.
The fall production includes about 10
major roles. King and company rose to
this challenge with a remarkably wellbalanced and competent cast. A handful
of actors seem more “musical” than “theater,” but there are no glaringly inadequate
acting jobs to be had. In fact, from senior
Blake Pruitt’s deadpan comic relief as
the prince’s steward to junior Anna Rose
Schenerman’s bewitching, wordless singing as Rapunzel, the production has endless perk.
It is, however, junior Leah Shapiro’s
portrayal of the baker’s wife and senior
Hannah Briggs’s role as the witch that
lend the show its only tastes of depth.
Briggs’s physical transformations may
be abrupt, but her transition from caustic old woman to overbearing mother
and back again, and again, are subtle and
seamless.
Shapiro, on the other hand, has a presence which at once radiates concern for
her partner and a joie de vivre. She is
supremely likeable whether she is filling
the theater with her mellifluous voice or
betraying her husband.
Finally, such solid performances as
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Into the Woods has an ensemble cast; each fairy tale character is essential to
the plot line of the Stephen Sondheim musical.

Cody Tracey’s (‘11) Prince, Ashley Suan’s
(‘13) Little Red Ridinghood, Joey Fink’s
(‘11) Baker, Hilde Wulf’s (‘13) Cinderella, and Julia Boscov-Ellen’s (‘11) Jack
round out the show and give it just enough
meat.
Set design, costumes, lighting, and
sound work together toward an almost
impressionistic look, with dramatic colors, minimal scenery, and a wonderful
dynamic between light and shadow. One
logistical problem is even solved with
shadow puppetry.
Adele Dinerstein mustn’t go without
special mention. On top of conducting and
playing piano in the orchestra, Dinerstein

It’s business as usual
for third Jackass movie
by Ben Sottak ‘11
At this point you already
know whether or not Jackass is
for you. If you were repulsed by
the Jackass boys’ antics in the
first two films, don’t bother trying to stomach this third entry in
the series. Jackass 3D delivers
the same depravity and destruction as the first two films, this
time in glorious 3D. Everything
from fists and sex toys to wild
animals and bodily fluids are projected from the screen and into
the audience’s smiling faces.
I can’t fault anyone who finds
this genre of humor un-appealing. Jackass has been called
many things including evidence
of the decaying Western society.
It absolutely is, but that doesn’t
make it any less hilarious.
These guys have no misconceptions about what they’re
doing. They know that they’re
the lowest of the low brow and
they’ve decided to milk that for
everything it’s got by delivering

the most inventive, bizarre and
truly brilliant stunts of the entire
series.
Jackass 3D reunites all of the
original crew members. There’s
Wee-Man, Chris Pontius, SteveO, Knoxville, Bam, and Ryan
Dunn. But these guys aren’t the
young skater punks they were 10
years ago.
Most of the boys are pushing
40 now, and can’t take a hit like
they used to. Every groin shot or
face punch is preceded by a look
of sheer terror and followed by
groaning, tears, and often vomiting. And it doesn’t help that most
of the crew is now sober. Just listen to Steve-O’s voice tremble as
he lines up for a tee ball right in
the crotch. Or watch Knoxville
try to walk after being pummeled
by a buffalo. Reactions like these
make even the lackluster stunts
priceless.
Unlike the previous films,
Jackass 3D, has the power of
technology on its side. Using
state of the art high-def camer-

as, director Jeff Tremaine brings
the pain into three dimensions.
Working with real cinematographers, Tremaine manages to capture some, dare I say it, beautiful
images.
Check out the “Rocky,”
where an unsuspecting victim is
splashed with water and punched
in ultra slow motion or the “Duck
Hunt,” where a guy is launched
50 feet over a lake and fired at by
paintball guns. Shots like these
push Jackass 3D into the realm
of performance art.
The stunts continue to up
the ante throughout Jackass
3D. Some choice picks include:
“Electric Avenue,” “Helicockter,” “The Blind Side,” and “Pin
the Tail on the Donkey.” But
what sets this Jackass apart from
the first two is the genuine human emotion on display.
In one of the film’s least memorable skits, Knoxville and Ryan
Dunn sit at the top of a 60-foot
evergreen tree. Below, a group of
lumberjacks begins to saw away

serves as the show’s musical director: 27
technically flawless musical numbers
are no small feat. The choreography, by
Christine Dunstan, was very simple but
effective.
The fact of the matter is that Into the
Woods is--by virtue of its complexity, its
musical style, its plot line, and its character development-- a little flat. But, it was
a polished piece of entertainment bursting
with energy, and showcased a job well
done by a talented cast.
And, like every good fairy tale, it
comes with a moral. Support your school.
Support your friends. Take a journey into
the woods.
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at the tree’s base.
Halfway through Dunn looks
at Knoxville and asks: “You ever
get scared in these moments?”
Knoxville sighs and nods his

head. “Yeah.” The tree begins
to tilt, and comes crashing to the
ground. If that doesn’t perfectly
sum up the entire Jackass series,
I don’t know what does.
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Centerstage’s Wiz lacks sparkle of original show
by Portia Boston ‘13
The house lights come down
at Baltimore Centerstage, and
the stage lights shine to reveal a
laundry line and a house cutout
in the 1975 play, The Wiz.
The audience is quickly introduced to Dorothy and her Aunt
Em. Before you have an understanding of what’s going on, the
two are separated and the entire
stage is swept up by a tornado
ballet of fallen-out pirouettes,
under-extended leaps and poorly-fitted, sequined costumes. The
house is cleared off; the dancers
spin away and leave a mostly
bare stage with an unadorned
brick wall as the backdrop.
For many parts of the play,
I found myself fidgeting in my
seat, not amused. The set was
minimal and often there were
four solitary actors wandering
on a bare stage. The set was so
empty that while making a stop
along the yellow brick road, it
was unclear at what point Dorothy, scarecrow and Tin Man were
in the jungle to encounter the
lion. In a show like The Wiz, the
set should help guide the imagination of the audience.
For those not familiar with

the story, The Wiz is the funkified, Black re-telling of L. Frank
Baum’s The Wonderful Wizard
of Oz.
It explores themes of friendship, fear, the importance of family, and self-assurance through
a bright disco R&B score by
Charlie Smalls and a warm, inspirational book by William F.
Brown.
When The Wiz came to Broadway in 1975, it was a beacon of
brilliance and a positive image
for the Black Community. Winning seven tony awards and 10
drama-desks awards that year, it
set a precedent of high expectations for arts in the Black Community.
In 1978, Universal pictures
produced a movie version of The
Wiz. Although it is not as critically acclaimed as the play, it is
packed with energy and spirit and
includes actors like Diana Ross
as Dorothy, Richard Prior as the
Wizard, and Michael Jackson as
the scarecrow.
While Eric B. Anthony (scarecrow) brought a certain bubbliness and confidence to the role,
much of his performance was
hindered by pitchiness, busy
choreography, and a trickling
southern accent.
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The Wiz was Centerstage’s top selling show, making over $310,000. Its funky music and
controversial subject matter attracted local viewers of all ages.

Kristin Dowtin’s performance
as Dorothy also disappointed in
some aspects. While Dowtin’s
voice was enjoyable, she lacked
the spark that differentiates a
good singer from a great singer.
The Wiz at Centerstage did
radiate some brilliance. Wayne
W. Pretlow’s performance as the

lion stood out. He was funny and
passionate, and sung with a fiery, intense, powerful voice. He
showcased this in the smooth,
soulful ballad “Be a Lion,” in
which Pretlow soars through
higher-ranged vocals.
Gwen Stewart also portrays
Evilene, the wicked witch of

the west. Her gospelly-powered
voice, and tight-faced, pursed-lip
facial expressions were hysterical and contributed to the play.
This production of The Wiz
had a few great moments, but
the lack of set and unoriginal
choreography failed to meet expectations.

Taylor Swift releases Movie career takes off for
more personal album Hangover star Galifianakis
by Rebecca Shapiro ‘14

A decade ago, Taylor Swift sat in her
bedroom writing songs about bullies and
expressing her frustrations through music.
Ten years later she is doing the same thing
– the only difference? The whole world
is listening.
Swift’s long-awaited third album,
Speak Now, was released this year October 25 from Big Machine Records and
sold over a million copies within its first
week.
So what’s the attraction to this 20 year
old singer-songwriter? What makes her
different? She’s honest. “If you listen to
my albums, it’s like reading my diary,”
said Swift in an interview with the New
York Times in November 2009. She lets
her fans in on every experience she’s ever
had.
The album consists of 15 songs written
by Swift. Each song displays a different
theme or experience in her life. Speak Now
includes songs on topics like the excitement of first love, the devastation of heartbreak, and the battle of growing-up. In
the songs “Sparks Fly” and “Enchanted,”
the country pop star writes about beginning relationships, to which many fans
can relate.

She also writes about upsetting times
in her life. She sings about her struggles
with moving on in the track “Never Grow
Up” and her pain in separating from a boyfriend in “Last Kiss.” In “Innocent,” she
sings about a low point in her life last year
when artist Kanye West rudely interrupted
her acceptance speech after receiving the
award for Best Female Video at the MTV
Video Music Awards.
“Innocent” is not the only song on
Speak Now directed towards a specific
person. “Back to December” was supposedly written for Taylor Lautner, Swift’s
ex- and co-star in the movie Valentine’s
Day. The track “Dear John” is believed to
be written about a fellow singer-songwriter John Mayer, although this statement has
not been confirmed.
Swift is extremely personal and sincere
with her lyrics, but she can overdo it. In
“Mean,” along with a few others, Swift
may be crossing the line with harsh lyrics.
It’s quite obvious the song is addressed to
a specific person whom she disliked. After
hearing lyrics like “all you are is mean,
and a liar, and pathetic, and alone in life,
and mean…” one starts to wonder who
the mean one really is.
Regardless of her newfound fiery lyrics, Speak Now is an incredible album that
will please all Swift fans.

by Jake Max ‘12
Prior to his performance in The Hangover, Zach Galifianakis was by no stretch
of the imagination a well-known actor.
Between 1999 and 2009 he appeared in
13 feature films. Since The Hangover,
he has been cast in 11 more. In two years
Galifianakis has gone from “Alan” to one
of the biggest names in cinema.
The Hangover drew huge audiences
in the summer of 2009, and fans came to
adore Galifianakis’s character, Alan, for
his crazy sense of style, and his one liners.
Phrases like, “I’ve found a baby before,”
and, “It’s not a purse, it’s a satchel,” have
been quoted over and over again. Perhaps even more memorable
le was his “wolf
wolf
pack” speech on the roof of the hotel afte
after
er
which he dosed his friends
ds with roofies
and tried to declare them blood brothers. While The Hangoverr was not
exactly high quality cinema,
nema, it
provided no shortage of laughs,
and served as a jumpstart
rt for
Galifianakis’s career.
In the last four months,
ths,
Galifianakis has appeared
ed
in three films. In Dinnerr
for Schmucks, he starred
alongside Steve Carell

and Paul Rudd playing Therman, an IRS
agent, a role in which he claims to control
other people’s minds. The scene in which
Carell and Galifianakis duke it out in front
of an executive dinner party is beyond
entertaining.
Premiering October 8 in limited release, It’s Kind of a Funny Story was a
new venture for Galifianakis. Unlike
his previous films, which relied almost
entirely on humor, It’s Kind of a Funny
Story required Galifianakis to show his
serious side.
This movie was both hilarious and depressing. In the midst of a heartwarming tale of teenage love and hardships,
Galifianakis’s character, Bobby, provided
a supporting ro
role that glued the story together.
Since his emergence to stardom,
Zach Gal
Galifianakis has continued to
please aaudiences. A man of many
talents, he provides moments of
both co
comedy and drama to his
Alan, to Therman,
films. From
F
and even
Bobby, Galifianakis
ev
never fa
fails to impress. Look for
another quality performance
anot
in his new movie, Due Date,
which premiered Novemw
ber 5.
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Winning season, 12-3-1, goes down in shoot out
by Teddy Levine ‘14
In a neck-and-neck, but ultimately
disappointing end to a shockingly strong
season, Park fell to Chapelgate Christian
Academy in the IAAM C Conference
Girls’ Varsity Soccer Championship November 6.
On the heels of a wild, down-to-thewire semi-final victory, the Bruins entered
the championship game undefeated inconference, and as the number two seed
going into the playoffs. They had tied
their opponent, Chapelgate, earlier in the
season – and Chapelgate, the number one
seed by tiebreaker criteria, had proven to
be their only legitimate competition.
It became obvious from the outset that
Chapelgate was slightly more fired up going into the game. They hustled and outworked the Bruins in the early minutes,
and they were rewarded with an early goal
after a Park defensive breakdown. The
goal clearly angered the Bruins, and Park
played far better throughout the rest of
regulation.
Led by strong performances by goalie
Arianna Strome ‘12 and sweeper Lauren
Sibel ’11, Park remained strong defensively for the rest of the first half. Still,
Park wasn’t generating enough chances
on offense. Going into halftime, the team
– facing a 1-0 deficit – was exhausted.
The girls came into the second half
with far more intensity. They started to

spread the field, and, gradually, they began
to generate more opportunities on goal.
Eventually, their efforts paid off; midfielder Sara Lessans ‘14 struck the ball, and it
found the back of the net. “I was really
surprised that my shot went in,” Lessans
later said. “I was just trying to put a shot
on target. I didn’t really expect a goal in
that situation.”
The score remained 1-1 until the end of
regulation, and the two teams were headed
to overtime. Overtime was, once again,

full of back-and-forth play, but Chapelgate began to put heavy pressure on the
Bruins’ defense, especially Strome. Save
after save, Strome and the defense proved
that they weren’t going to let in another
goal. The 20-minute overtime ended and,
still, nothing separated the two teams.
The game needed a victor, though, so
the contest went into penalty kicks. In
penalty kicks, one of the teams finally
asserted itself as superior. Evidently, the
pressure or lack of discipline had affected

photo by A. Kelmenson ‘11
Senior G. Schwartz defends the Bruins’ goal in the championship game against
Chaplegate Christian Academy. The Bruins lost the game in a shootout.

Rebuilding Boys’ Soccer finds its own success
By Daniel Stern ‘12
The Boys’ Varsity Soccer
team didn’t enter the season
with very high expectations.
They had, after all, just graduated the vast majority of their
players – both goalies were
members of the class of 2010,
as was nearly everyone else

who received significant playing time last year.
In the face of the losses,
though, the Bruins found
moderate success. They won
games against talented B Conference opponents, such as
Severn and Glenelg Country
School.
Jake Abrams battled injury

and had a phenomenal season
in goal. Striker Andrew Patterson had a career year, registering 13 goals.
The season ended short of
the playoffs, which certainly
disappointed many members
and followers of the team.
Still, given the circumstances
surrounding this year’s Boys’
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Senior J. Kolodner slide tackles a St. Paul’s Crusader in the soccer team’s final game
October 28.

Varsity Soccer team, the 4-7-1
record can be given a genuine,
positive spin: in a rebuilding
year, the Bruins made something out of nothing – they
fought their hardest, and were
able to manufacture a fair
amount of success.
Coach’s Take:
“Soccer this year was both
frustrating and rewarding.
Frustrating because we had
numerous injuries to key personnel and because we could
not score (managing only 16
goals in 13 games).
“Rewarding because despite the spate of injuries,
despite that fact that we were
basically a small, slow team
with no legitimate superstars,
we hung in there and battled
virtually every team we played
to a standstill.
We played our hearts out
in almost every game and accomplished far more than I anticipated we were capable of
attaining back in August. So,
despite the frustration, it was
a successful and very gratifying season.
--Lucky Mallonee ‘62

the Bruins’ kickers. Chapelgate’s kickers
nailed all four of their attempted penalty
kicks, while Park only converted two.
With a few, swift shots, Park’s season had
come to a disappointing close.
Park finished the season with a strong
12-3-1 record. Their only losses, prior to
the title game, came to non-conference
opponents. Their season was defined by
the strong leadership of their seniors –
a group that included captains Autumn
Cohen, Aiden Piper, and Sophie DeFries
– and by the leadership of their savvy head
coach, Rob Piper.
Strome, for one, was adamant about
Piper’s talent as a coach. “A great deal
of credit goes to Mr. Piper for mentally
and physically preparing our team, and for
his fantastic leadership skills,” she said.
“I sincerely hope he will stay and coach
another year as I can’t imagine playing
soccer at Park without him.”
R. Piper later reflected on the arc of
the season. “I was really pleased with our
success throughout the season,” he said.
“The girls were undefeated in-conference,
and they only let up two goals. But, what
really separated this team from past teams
was its strong chemistry – certainly on,
but also off, the field.”
If the camaraderie fostered this season
can carry over through 2011, the Girls’
Varsity Soccer team should be poised for
a fantastic campaign next year, and for a
swift, strong recovery from this championship loss.

Boys’ Cross
Country moves
to B conference
by Ellie Kahn ‘12

Several standouts have influenced the
Park Boys’ Cross Country team over recent years. Runners like Anders Hulleberg ’07, Ethan Haswell ’09, Kyle Long
’10, and currently Jamie DeMarco ’11 –
just to name a few – have kept the team
competitive in the A Conference for the
past seven years. But, next fall, after
DeMarco’s graduation, the team will
descend to the MIAA B Conference.
“Having been on the team for two unsuccessful years, in comparison to the
former glory,” said Jack Califano ’12,
“I’m very happy to see the team moving
down to a place where we’ll be competitive. In the A Conference, we knew we
didn’t have a chance of winning most
races, which resulted in a lack of motivation and seeing as cross country is
entirely dependent upon motivation, it
didn’t help anyone.”
“Seven years ago, when we moved up,
it was a result of our easily winning the
B Conference every year,” said Coach
John Kessinger. “These days, that’s just
not the case – we’ll certainly be near the
top of the B Conference, but we won’t be
breezing through it like we used to.”
With more realistic championship aspirations, the team looks to find success
next fall, albeit in a lower division.
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Want to coach here?
Learn the philosophy
by Ham Sonnenfeld ‘12
Next time you’re at a Park
sports game, look at the coach.
Chances are, you’re looking at
a Park teacher, alum, or someone else with connections to the
school. Why not hire an outsider
with a more impressive résumé?
Aren’t there better coaches outside the Park community?
As it turns out, teachers,
alumni and parents tend to be
the better coaches. While their
résumés might not be as deep,
they have one advantage above
all others: they understand the
Park philosophy. At Park, kids
are taught to think, to question
what they learn, and to truly understand it.
This mentality goes against
the traditional style of coaching
(the coach talks, the kids listen);
thus, when an outside coach
is brought in, there is a longer
adjustment period, resulting in
lessened success. A coach who
is familiar with our unique ways
of teaching is often more effective.
“A lot of coaching attitudes
and methods are not always well
suited to Park,” said History
chair and Cross Country Coach
John Kessinger. “People associated with Park relate to our kids

better.”
When a new coach is needed,
Ridge Diven and Robin Cardin Lowe ’84, respectively the
Boys’ and Girls’ Athletic Directors, send word through the Park
community. “We’ve actually
had no success from ads on the
MIAA website,” recalled Diven.
“Most of [our outside coach hiring] comes from word-of-mouth;
all the best coaches come from
leads from other coaches – good
coaches recommend good coaches.”
Prospective coaches are interviewed, introduced to the Park
philosophy, and, if thought to
be a good match by the athletic
department, hired. “We look for
knowledge of the game, previous
coaching experience or participation in college, and a youthfulness that will bring something
new to our program,” replied
Cardin Lowe when asked about
criteria for outside coaches.
Longevity in coaching is an
especially emphasized criterion,
according to Cardin Lowe. While
it’s not as much of a problem at
the higher levels, it is something
she often wrestles with in middle
school programs. “We try to find
coaches with at least two years
of availability – either college
grads moving back to Baltimore,

Upper School English teacher Kevin Coll who also coaches Girls’ Varsity Basketball gives instructions on box out techniques in a November 16 practice.

or someone going to school in
the area, because they have the
time to establish their specific
coaching style.” she said. “If we
are switching coaches every season, there is a need for constant
adjustment periods, which can
cause the kids to lose interest.”
Of course, not every coach is
perfect; at times, new coaches
struggle with the adjustment to
Park. When a coach is struggling, the athletic administration
does immediately not pull the
plug. “We give them a chance to
show a change, and we try to fill
their gaps with a strong assistant

coach,” said Cardin Lowe.
As Athletic Director, Diven
occasionally has to deal with
parental complaints about new
coaches. “The opinions of kids
and parents are respected, but
complaints based on a single
game do not call for immediate
action,” said Diven
“If a pattern shows, however,
and there are multiple complaints
over a long period of time, close
attention is paid.”
Yet, “wins and losses do not
determine hires and fires [at
Park],” said Cardin Lowe. While
a common concern of any ath-

letic program is the teams’ success, at Park, a school that does
not recruit or offer scholarship
money for athletes, “We are all
about doing well but long term
success does not fall entirely on
the coaches. Park takes who they
can get and what a coach must do
is provide the kids with an opportunity to excel.”
So, when you’re at that middle
school girls’ lacrosse game and
you see two young alumni coaching on the sideline, don’t jump to
conclusions about the reasoning
behind their hiring; they are the
right people for the job.

pic competitors.
He was, at one point, offered
the “strength and conditioning”
coaching position at the University of Maryland.
With all his training, Park is
the only private school that he

personally trains (from the other
schools in the MIAA, he only
meets with individual athletes).
In addition, he allows Park students complete access to his gym
at Gerstung at no charge, simply
because he loves to see Park stu-

dents improve themselves.
So, how was Park so fortunate
to land an Olympic level trainer
eager to work with our mere
MIAA-level athletes? In truth,
it was through pure, unadulterated luck. Twenty-one years ago,

Slade began his tenure at Park
by teaching gym classes similar to those he used to shy away
from.
Rob considers himself an instrument in helping students to
take advantage of every opportunity presented to them. Many
of his most driven athletes, he
claims, have come from Park.
He can name tons of motivated
athletes off the top of his head.
“There are hundreds [of them],”
he said. “They are not exceptions
to the rule, but examples of the
typical Park student.”
For Rob, it’s not only about
sports, it’s also about developing a will and a desire to be successful in every context. He also
feels strongly that Park students
work hard to be better individuals, even outside the realm of
athletics.
“Students here want to excel
so much, and if I can give them
the tools to accomplish some of
this, I am more than happy to,”
Rob said. “For me, that is the
Park experience,” he continued.
“It’s what makes Park such an
awesome place.”
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Bruins find motivation with Rob Slade
by Idris Mitchell ‘14
Rob Slade. It’s a name that
has become synonymous with
motivated Bruins athletes who
seek concerted physical improvement. But, aside from his
position in our community, who
is Rob Slade?
As an 11-year-old boy, Rob,
having never played sports before, and barely able to enjoy
PE classes, was diagnosed with
diabetes.
In an uninspired manner, he
began to exercise in order to control his blood sugar levels.
He started exercising more
and more, and, as time passed,
he became addicted to working
out. His newfound fitness regiment helped inspire a career in
athletics, and Rob went on to
play both high school and college sports.
With over 30 years of experience, Slade enjoys the opportunity to improve the physical fitness
of many different people; he has
trained police officers, firemen,
professional athletes, and Olym-
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Rob Slade runs a training center for athletes, and also spends time working with Bruins on all
teams in the Athletic Center’s weight room.
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Tennis ends mid-pack in “A”
by Jake Max ‘12
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Senior Andie Himmelrich swings at
the ball in a match against Mount
De Sales October 12.

Following its second place finish in the
B conference last year, Park’s Varsity tennis team moved up to the A conference
for the 2010 season. Three other teams
moved up this year: last year’s champions,
McDonogh, Archbishop Spalding, and St.
Paul’s School for Girls.
This season, the team was not successful, but “Considering the fact that this was
our first year in the A conference, we did
very well,” said Ashley Suan ’13. “It was
really hard but we ended up around the
middle of the pack and we even beat a few
of the returning A conference teams.”
In the A conference, teams are much
more competitive than those in the B conference, and Park faced challenges greater
than any before encountered.
Additionally, many other teams stacked
their lineups so they had a better chance
of winning. When two teams meet they
play five matches and the team that wins
three or more is the champion. Traditionally, the best players play singles and the
others play doubles. After realizing their
top players may not be able to compete
against the elite of other teams, several
schools stack their better players on the

doubles bracket, throwing away the singles
matches. Since each meeting consists of
two singles and three doubles matches, the
schools that stacked their doubles teams
were likely to win more matches.
Despite the difficult adjustment to A
conference play, Park was happy with its
play this season. “We thought we were
going to be really bad because we were
playing against better schools,” said senior captain Andie Himmelrich ’11. “But
we did really well and we were right in
the middle of the action.”
In the individual championships, both
singles players and all three doubles teams
made it to the quarter finals. Number two
singles player, Shira Cohen ’13, made it
the farthest, losing in the semifinals. Other impressive players were sophomores
Elizabeth Kuntz and Ashley Suan, who
played number one doubles, often the
hardest competition, and still advanced
to the quarter finals.
In a season in which expectations
were low, against all odds, Park had a
solid season. Underclassmen stepped
up and performed at a high level, and the
team’s overall record of 5-5 reflects great
success considering the move up to Aconference.

Baseline testing guides return-to-play
by Jake Abrams ‘12
According to a national survey, 10% of
high school athletes involved in contact
sports have sustained a concussion. Due
to statistics like these, the American Academy of Neurology has instated guidelines
that disallow any athlete who has suffered
a concussion to return to play or practice
until free of all symptoms.
In addition to these guidelines, a new
tool will provide direction for determining
when an athlete can return to the field as
soon as possible after sustaining a concussion. This tool is baseline testing.
The basic principle is to test all athletes
using simple, short-term memory questions at the beginning of the year prior
to athletic involvement. The initial data,
when compared to data taken after an injury, allows the athletic trainer to determine
if the athlete has suffered a concussion and
gives an indication of its severity.
“This will be a useful tool in helping to
determine return-to-play times for all athletes,” said athletic trainer Dan Lopez.
Among professional athletes, some
NHL players question the accuracy of
baseline testing. One player, Jason Pominville, was crushed into the boards and
diagnosed with a concussion. Days later,
he told his doctor that he felt fine, and
was ready to undergo the post-concussion
portion of his baseline testing to determine
his availability to play. Much to his dis-
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Athletic trainer Dan Lopez demonstrates traditional concussion diagnosis
procedure, which involves checking pupil dilation.

may, he failed.
Another NHL player, J.P. Dumont, also
disagreed with his baseline results. Dumont was the victim of a hit that crumpled
him onto the ice. Soon after, he passed his
baseline test, but refused to return to play,
saying he was still feeling the effects.
These examples call into question the
effectiveness of baseline testing and emphasize the necessity for other measures
to fight against concussions.

As a recent victim of a concussion, I
was unable to play for the final four days
of the Boys’ Varsity Soccer season. I can
attest to the effort put forth by Lopez, but I
was disappointed that I couldn’t play even
though I felt fully recovered.
This decision might have been different
if our school used baseline testing. Park
must put baseline testing into action as
soon as possible to give a more accurate
assessment of each concussion.

Sports to the
Max (and Stern)
Due to a recent decision by Athletic
Director Ridge Diven and Boys’ Varsity
Basketball Coach Josh Wolf, all male
freshmen basketball players will be on the
Fresh/Soph team; none will be on JV.
Diven and Wolf’s decision is absolutely the right one because the Fresh/Soph
team actually faces stronger competition
than the JV team. While the JV team plays
C Conference schools like Key and Indian
Creek, the Fresh/Soph team plays B Conference powerhouses like McDonogh and
Boys’ Latin.
“Boys’ Latin and McDonogh field
Fresh/Soph teams that could easily beat
the JV teams fielded by most of the
schools that we play,” said Wolf. He also
noted the value of a Fresh/Soph experience, pointing to the paths taken by many
of Park’s past basketball all-stars. “Our
superstars don’t become superstars by
skipping Fresh/Soph,” he said. “Dia Clark
[‘06], Zach White [’06] – all of them, really – came up through the Fresh/Soph
program.”
Many will argue that a JV title is more
prestigious, more important, or more
meaningful than a Fresh/Soph title. The
truth is that both the JV and Fresh/Soph
programs are used primarily for player development. Last year, the MIAA got rid of
the JV and Fresh/Soph levels of playoffs,
further relegating the non-Varsity programs to a strictly developmental level.
So what’s the difference other than
the quality of competition between the
JV and Fresh/Soph teams? In truth, not
much. Freshmen Jack Curley and Idris
Mitchell, among others, had enough raw
talent to play on JV. Instead, they were
put on Fresh/Soph with the rest of their
classmates, and now have an opportunity
to develop trust and team unity.
“It’s good that we’ll all have a chance
to be playing together,” Curley said. “I
think that the decision was the right one
because it gives us an opportunity to work
on our chemistry as a group of players that
are, eventually, all going to be on Varsity
together.”
The freshmen initially reacted negatively to the announcement: why not put
better players on better teams?
Yet the decision was correct; it gives a
few talented, promising freshmen an opportunity to mesh with their future Varsity
teammates and to play against high quality, B Conference, competition.

